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Petroleum
 Transfer

 A = Very Common Item - Good Stock B = Common Item - Moderate Stock
 C = Less Common Item P = Production N = Check for availability 

Refer to the Technical Section on the selection, installation, 
use and maintenance of hose & fi ttings prior to use.
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NL3020 ~ PETROLEUM TRANSFER 150

NL3010 ~ BLACK PETROLEUM TRANSFER PTR
Z15

PTR
Z15

Complete Assembly 
Numbers Available 

NL3020 is a brand name, popular, safe, reliable, rubber petroleum suction, 
discharge, or return hose for use with unleaded gasoline/fuels (less than 60% 
aromatic content), ethanol, diesel, kerosene, hydraulic fl uids, hydrocarbons, and 
Biodiesel (the tube is resistant to Biodiesel, but the outside cover is NOT resistant 
to prolonged exposure to Biodiesel - see the NL3040).  It is also resistant to fats, 
greases, animal/vegetable oils, hot/cold water (not food grade), and certain sol-
vents.  It is commonly used on tank truck (NOT designed for reel applications as it 
has a wire helix) and in-plant applications as well as for hydraulic return lines (ie. 
where a substitute for branded SAE100R4 can be used; refer to FC619/2661 for 
actual SAE100R4 hydraulic hose) or for marine jumper hoses (for short jumpers, 
also use stainless braided hose).  Its cover is resistant to gouging, abrasion, and 
weathering.  The standard colour is black but is also available with a red cover 
(NL3021) in full coils on special request (for colour coding purposes).  For short 
lengths (i.e. 3ft) or permanent installations where the hose cannot be inspected 
or tested at regular intervals consider using a Stainless Steel braided hose.  For 
ordering popular assemblies refer to A3020 part numbers.

Temperature Range:  -37°C (-35°F) to +93°C (200°F)
Construction: Tube:  Smooth, high quality, black nitrile.  Cover:  Wrapped, smooth, black Chemivic (nitrile blend) with a red spiral stripe 
(6” size has a slightly corrugated cover for added fl exibility).  Reinforcement:  Wire helix between synthetic textile plies.
Typical Fittings:  Swage/crimp permanent fi ttings, N95/96 permanent brass scovills, camlocks, combination nipples (return only), testing 
& certifi cation.
 Inside  Outside W. Pressure Bend Weight  Regular Std 20’ Bulk Bulk
 Diameter Part # Diameter @200C(700F) Radius lbs/ft Stock Price/ft Increments Price/ft Length**
 3/4” NL3020-075 1.22” 150 psi 2” .47 B    100 ft
 1 NL3020-100 1.50 150 2 .63 A    100
 1-1/4 NL3020-125 1.77 150 3 .79 A    100
 1-1/2 NL3020-150 2.03 150 4 .99 A    100
 2 NL3020-200 2.55 150 4.5 1.30 A    100
 2-1/2 NL3020-250 3.06 150 6 1.66 B    100
 3 NL3020-300 3.56 150 7 2.03 B    100
 4 NL3020-400 4.61 150 10 2.68 B    100
 6 NL3020-600 6.78 150 30 5.61 C    100
*6” size has a slightly corrugated cover for added fl exibility.   **Continuous lengths to 400’ available on special request.

Complete Assembly 
Numbers Available 

NL3010 is a standard duty, cost effective petroleum transfer hose where the hose 
will not be subject to excessive abuse, dragging, or continuous service/handling. 
Its nitrile rubber will resist gasoline, kerosene, diesel (not recommended for Bio-
diesel at this time), hydraulic fl uids, hydrocarbons, fats, greases, animal/vegetable 
oils, hot/cold water (not food grade), and other petroleum based fl uids or wastes 
with low aromatic content. It can be used for bulk transfer or for general in-plant 
applications (NOT designed for reel applications as it has a wire helix).  This 
hose is NOT designed for marine applications for more aggressive applications 
or critical service/use, refer to our NL3020 or other specialty petroleum transfer 
hoses.  For short lengths (i.e. 3ft) or permanent installations where the hose 
cannot be inspected or tested at regular intervals consider using a Stainless Steel 
braided hose. For ordering popular assemblies refer to A3010 part numbers. 

Temperature Range:  -400C (-220F) to +700C (1580F)
Construction: Tube:  Smooth, black nitrile. Cover:  Wrapped, smooth, black synthetic rubber.  Reinforcement: Wire helix between synthetic 
textile plies.
Typical Fittings:  Swage/crimp permanent fi ttings, N95/96 permanent brass scovills, camlocks, combination nipples (return only), testing 
& certifi cation.

Inside  Outside W.Pressure Bend Weight  Regular Std 20’ Bulk Bulk
 Diameter Part # Diameter @200C(700F) Radius lbs/ft Stock Price/ft Increments Price/ft Length
 3/4” NL3010-075 1.14“ 150 psi 3“ .50 C    100/200 ft
 1 NL3010-100 1.42 150 4 .60 B    100/200
 1-1/4” NL3010-125 1.69 150  6 .67 A    100/200
 1-1/2 NL3010-150 1.93 150 7 .81 A    100/200
 2 NL3010-200 2.48 150 8 1.18 A    100/200
 2-1/2 NL3010-250 2.99 150 10 1.48 C    100/200
 3 NL3010-300 3.54 150 12 1.98 A    100/200
 4 NL3010-400 4.65 150 18 3.01 B    100/200
 5 NL3010-500 5.72 150 28 4.20 C    100/200
 6 NL3010-600 6.77 150 36 5.58 C    100/200
 8 NL3010-800 8.85 150 51 7.30 C    20/40/50 
 10 NL3010-1000 TBA 150 TBA 9.10 N    20/40

$ 6.31
6.54
8.22
9.37

11.44
14.33
15.93
22.86
POR

46.01
80.27
POR

$ 6.95
7.20
9.05

10.31
12.59
15.77
17.53
25.15
POR

50.62
88.30
POR

$ 8.21
8.51

10.69
12.19
14.88
18.63
20.71
29.72
POR

59.82
104.36

POR

$ 9.41
12.73
13.52
14.58

16.6
20.74
25.09
35.74
60.39

$ 10.36
14.01
14.88
16.04
18.26
22.82

27.6
39.32
66.43

$ 12.24
16.55
17.58
18.96
21.58
26.97
32.62
46.47
78.51

In 2015 Goodyear EP Hose
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 A = Very Common Item - Good Stock B = Common Item - Moderate Stock
 C = Less Common Item P = Production N = Check for availability 

Refer to the Technical Section on the selection, installation, 
use and maintenance of hose & fi ttings prior to use.
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ExtremeFlex is a uniquely designed rubber hose that offers exceptional fl exibility, 
durability and handling capabilities.  With ExtremeFlex seeing truly is believing!  
Not only does ExtremeFlex offer industry leading fl exibility it also offers an abra-
sion resistant cover that is built for punishment and it’s rated for higher pressures 
(ranging from 150-250psi) as compared to traditional rubber petroleum transfer 
hoses.  ExtremeFlex is available in both standard temperature (NL3034) and an 
arctic low-temp version (NL3036).  It is suitable for use in tank truck and in-plant 
operation to transfer unleaded gasoline/fuels (less than 60% aromatic content), 
ethanol, diesel, kerosene, hydraulic fl uids, hydrocarbons, and Biodiesel (the 
tube is resistant to Biodiesel, but the outside cover is NOT resistant to prolonged 
exposure to Biodiesel - see the NL3040).  It is also resistant to fats, greases, 
animal/vegetable oils, hot/cold water (not food grade), and certain solvents.    For 
ordering popular assemblies refer to A3020 part numbers.  For ordering popular 
assemblies refer to A3034/A3036 part numbers. 

Temperature Range:  NL3034 ExtremeFlex -40°C (-40°F) to +93°C (200°F) NL3036 Arctic ExtremeFlex -540C (-650F) to +820C (+1800F)
Construction: Tube: Smooth, high quality, black nitrile.  Cover:  NL3034 Wrapped, smooth, black Chemivic (nitrile blend) with a red spiral 
stripe, NL3036 arctic wrapped, smooth, blue Chemivic (nitrile blend) with a red spiral stripe.  Reinforcement: Wire helix between synthetic 
textile plies.
Typical Fittings:  Swage/crimp permanent fittings, camlocks, combination nipples (return lines only), testing & certification.
Note:  Corrugated hose exteriors are not recommended for use with internal expansion Scovill fi ttings;  Scovills only recommended for 
smooth wall hose such as our NL3020 Flexwing.

Inside  Outside *W.Pressure/ Bend Weight  Regular Std 20’ Bulk Bulk
 Diameter Part # Diameter Vac Rating Radius lbs/ft Stock Price/ft Increments Price/ft Length

NL3034 - ExtremeFlex          
 3/4” NL3034-075 1.20”    250 psi / 29 in/Hg  .75” .44 C    100 ft
 1 NL3034-100 1.45          250 / 29 1.0 .55 B    100
 1-1/4 NL3034-125 1.69          250 / 29 1.3 .65 N    100
 1-1/2 NL3034-150 1.91          250 / 29 1.5 .73 B    100
 2 NL3034-200 2.43          250 / 29 2.0 .96 A    100
 2-1/2 NL3034-250 3.00          200 / 29 2.5 1.41 C    100
 3 NL3034-300 3.50          200 / 29 3.0 1.69 A    100
 4 NL3034-400 4.56          150 / 29 4.0 2.42 B    100
 6 NL3034-600 6.62          150 / 29 6.0 4.43 C    100

NL3036 - Low-Temp Arctic ExtremeFlex**
 2” NL3036-200 2.50”    150 psi / 29 in/Hg 2.0” 1.08 C    100 ft
 3 NL3036-300 3.48          150 / 29 3.0 1.62 C    100
 4 NL3036-400 4.55          150 / 29 4.0 2.35 N    100
 6 NL3036-600 6.60          150 / 29 6.0 4.40 N    100
*All working pressures & vacuum ratings are recommended @ 200C (700F).
**Available with black cover & blue stripe upon special request. 

NL3034/NL3036 ~ GOODYEAR EXTREMEFLEX PETROLEUM TRANSFER

NL3034

NL3036

PTR
Z15

Complete Assembly 
Numbers Available 

$ 11.03
12.37
13.05
14.19
16.14
20.16
24.37
34.71
56.63

$ 24.48
32.54
48.23
62.81

$ 12.14
13.61
14.36
15.61
17.76
22.18
26.81
38.19
62.30

$ 26.93
35.80
53.06
69.10

$ 14.34
16.09
16.97
18.45
20.99
26.21
31.69
45.13
73.62

$ 31.83
42.31
62.70
81.66

ALTERNATIVE FUEL COMPATIBILITY CHART

In 2015 Goodyear EP Hose
is becoming 
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Petroleum
 Transfer

 A = Very Common Item - Good Stock B = Common Item - Moderate Stock
 C = Less Common Item P = Production N = Check for availability 

Refer to the Technical Section on the selection, installation, 
use and maintenance of hose & fi ttings prior to use.
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Arctic Flextra is one of Goodyear’s unsurpassed hoses in its low temperature 
lineup.  It is a lightweight and uniquely designed rubber hose that can offer 
exceptional fl exibility, durability, and handling capabilities - even at low tempera-
tures.  It is suitable for unleaded gasoline/fuels (less than 50% aromatic content), 
ethanol, diesel, kerosene, hydraulic fl uids, hydrocarbons, and Biodiesel (the tube 
is resistant, but the outside cover is NOT resistant to prolonged exposure to Bio-
diesel - see the NL3040).  It is also resistant to fats, greases, animal/vegetable 
oils, hot/cold water (not food grade), and certain solvents.  Its abrasion resistant 
cover is built for punishment and it has a unique corrugated design that permits 
maximum fl exibility and smooth movement over rough, surfaces.  It also offers 
a good “force-to-bend” ratio.  It is an amazingly fl exible yet high pressure hose 
(150 psi) that has replaced many traditional drop hoses and is one of the most 
respected drop hoses on the market (NOT designed for reel applications as it 
has a wire helix). For ordering popular assemblies refer to A3032 part numbers. 

Temperature Range:  -540C (-650F) to +820C (+1800F)
Construction: Tube:  Smooth, high quality, black Nitrile rubber.  Cover: Corrugated Wingprene (neoprene blend);  blue with a white stripe. 
Reinforcement:  2 plies of polyester cords and 2 wire helix.
Typical Fittings:  Swage/crimp permanent fi ttings, camlocks, testing & certifi cation.  Note: Corrugated hose exteriors are not recommended 
for use with internal expansion Scovill fi ttings; Scovills only recommended for smooth wall hose such as our NL3020 Flexwing.

Inside  Outside W.Pressure Bend Weight  Regular Std 20’ Bulk Bulk
 Diameter Part # Diameter @200C(700F) Radius lbs/ft Stock Price/ft Increments Price/ft Length
 2” NL3032-200 2.53” 150 psi 4.0” 1.18 B    100 ft
 3 NL3032-300 3.55 150 6.0 1.83 B    100
 4 NL3032-400 4.59 150 8.0 2.66 B    100 
*2-1/2” size is currently unavailable, use NL3015-250 Goodyear Arctic Petroleum Flexwing.

NL3031 is an economical alternative to more expensive “branded” products.  It 
is a lightweight rubber hose that offers fl exibility, durability, and good handling 
capabilities - even at low temperatures.  It is suitable for unleaded gasoline/fuels 
(less than 50% aromatic content), ethanol, diesel, kerosene, hydraulic fl uids, 
hydrocarbons.  It is also resistant to fats, greases, animal/vegetable oils, hot/
cold water (not food grade), and certain solvents.  It has an abrasion resistant 
corrugated cover which permits good fl exibility and smooth movement over 
rough, surfaces.

Temperature Range:  -400C (-400F) to +650C (+1500F)
Construction: Tube:  Smooth, black Nitrile rubber.  Cover:  Corrugated synthetic rubber blend; blue with a white stripe.  Reinforcement: 
Wire helix between synthetic textile plies.
Typical Fittings:  Swage/crimp permanent fi ttings, camlocks, testing & certifi cation.  Note: Corrugated hose exteriors are not recommended 
for use with internal expansion Scovill fi ttings; Scovills only recommended for smooth wall hose such as our NL3020 Flexwing.
 Inside  Outside W.Pressure Bend Weight  Regular Std 20’ Bulk Bulk
 Diameter Part # Diameter @200C(700F) Radius lbs/ft Stock Price/ft Increments Price/ft Length
 2” NL3031-200 2.50” 150 psi 7.0” 1.07 C    100 ft
 3 NL3031-300 3.56 150 10.0 1.92 C    100
 4 NL3031-400 4.70 150 14.0 2.90 C    100 
*2-1/2” size is currently unavailable, use NL3015-250 Goodyear Arctic Petroleum Flexwing.

$ 21.77
28.96
39.73

$ 23.95
31.86
43.71

$ 28.31
37.65
51.65

NL3032 ~ GOODYEAR ARCTIC FLEXTRA 150 TRANSFER

$ 17.19
24.19
33.41

$ 18.91
26.61
36.76

$ 22.35
31.45
43.44

PTR
NL3031 ~ CORRUGATED ARCTIC PETROLEUM TRANSFER

PTR
Z15

Complete Assembly 
Numbers Available 

For short lengths (i.e. 3ft) or permanent installations 
where hose inspections are limited or hose cannot be 
tested at regular intervals, a stainless steel braided hose 
should be used!

In 2015 Goodyear EP Hose
is becoming 
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Refer to the Technical Section on the selection, installation, 
use and maintenance of hose & fi ttings prior to use.
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NL3040 ~ GOODYEAR VERSAFUEL FLEX 150 TRANSFER

All Petroleum Transfer hoses must 
be tested & certifi ed prior to use! 

PTR
Z15

Complete Assembly 
Numbers Available 

NL3040 is used in similar applications as our NL3020/3034 but has a specially 
compounded cover to resist biodiesel which will prematurely degrade the cover 
of standard Petroleum Transfer hoses.  This hose is specifi cally designed for 
applications where biodiesel can come into contact with the outside of the 
hose.  It can be used for suction, return, or discharge (NOT designed for reel 
applications as it has a wire helix) of biodiesel blends, B-100, ethanol, gasoline, 
diesel, kerosene, hydraulic fl uids, hydrocarbons, fats, greases, animal/vegetable 
oils, and certain solvents (not recommended for fuels with an aromatic content 
exceeding 60%).  Its cover is resistant to gouging, abrasion, and weathering.  
For short lengths (i.e. 3ft) or permanent installations where the hose cannot be 
inspected or tested at regular intervals use a Stainless Steel braided hose. For
ordering popular assemblies refer to A3040 part numbers. 

Temperature Range:  -34°C (-30°F) to +82°C (180°F)
Construction: Tube:  Synthetic Rubber.  Cover:  Wrapped, corrugated, black synthetic rubber (special nitrile blend) with a green spiral 
stripe.  Reinforcement: Wire helix between synthetic textile plies.
Typical Fittings:  Swage/crimp permanent fi ttings, 316SS camlocks, combination nipples (return only), testing & certifi cation.  N95/96 
permanent brass Scovills may NOT be recommended for use with Biodiesel as brass may accelerate the oxidation of the Biodiesel which
can lead to the formation of sediments or gels in the fuel.  Note:  Corrugated hose exteriors are not recommended for use with internal 
expansion Scovill fi ttings; Scovills only recommended for smooth wall hose such as our NL3020 Flexwing.

Inside  Outside W. Pressure Bend Weight  Regular Std 20’ Bulk Bulk
 Diameter Part # Diameter @200C(700F) Radius lbs/ft Stock Price/ft Increments Price/ft Length
 1”  NL3040-100 1.40” 150 psi 1” .55 N    100 ft
 1-1/4 NL3040-125 1.65 150 1.5 .68 N    100
 1-1/2 NL3040-150 1.90 150 1.5 .73 N    100
 2 NL3040-200 2.40 150 2 .96 C    100
 2-1/2 NL3040-250 2.90 150 2.5 1.41 N    100
 3 NL3040-300 3.50 150 3 1.69 C    100
 4 NL3040-400 4.50 150 4 2.42 C    100 

$ 16.04
POR

18.94
20.22
25.60
30.90
38.32

$ 19.25
POR

22.73
24.27
30.72
37.08
45.99

$ 22.46
POR

26.52
28.31
35.84
43.26
53.65

HosePro Recommends:

In 2015 Goodyear EP Hose
is becoming 

For more information
refer to the:
Chemical & Spray Section - Pg. 159 
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NL3325 Goodyear Infi nity is light in weight and offers a unique dual PVC  external helix 
for superior fl exibility - it has 3 times lower force to bend, improved abrasion 
resistance, and low coeffi cient of friction when dragged.  Unlike some other drop hoses 
on the market, Infi nity is suitable for regular use of biodiesel and ethanol blends, as well 
as gasoline and other petroleum based products with a maximum aromatic content 
of up to 60%.  It is highly resistant to ozone, abrasion and weathering.  All sizes come 
with a static wire for grounding.  The banding coils are used for ease of installing 
“banded clamps” and to relieve bending stress at the fi tting.  Infi nity is also available 
in a higher pressure version (NL3327) or a low-temp version (NL3326) for 
improved cold weather capabilities. For ordering popular assemblies refer to 
A3325 part numbers. 

Temperature Range:  -400C (-400F) to +710C (+1600F)
Construction: Tube:  Black nitrile synthetic rubber (static dissipating / static conductive).  Cover: Dual Corrugated left-hand (counterclock-
wise) orange & green Pliovic helix with black nitrile rubber blend between.  Reinforcement:  Polyester fabric with an embedded static wire.
Typical Fittings:  Aluminum camlocks, crimp sleeves w/coil, strapping/sleeve for fi eld repairs, tank truck accessories.

Inside  Outside *W.Pressure/ Bend Weight  Regular Std 20’ Bulk Bulk
 Diameter Part # Diameter Vac Rating Radius lbs/ft Stock Price/ft Increments Price/ft Length

Standard Infi nity
 2”  NL3325-200 2.80”        150 / 23 in/Hg 1.5” 1.02 C    100/200/400

3 NL3325-300 3.80         100 / 23 2.0 1.46 B    100/200/400
 4 NL3325-400 4.80           75 / 23 2.5 1.73 B    100/200/400

Heavy Duty, Higher Pressure  Infi nity HD
 3” NL3327-300 3.80”        150 / 23 2.0” 1.48 C    100 ft
 4 NL3327-400 4.80          150 / 23 3.0 2.01 N    100

White Banding Coil for use with Band Style Clamps
 2” N3301-200 - - - 0.68 C    3 ft  
 3” N3301-300 - - - 1.16 C    3
 4 N3301-400 - - - 1.76 C    3
*All working pressures & vacuum ratings are recommended @ 200C (700F).

Complete Assembly 
Numbers Available 

Lighter Weight

2.4

2.2

2.0

1.8

1.6

1.4

1.2

1.0

1.73

2.1

2.3

Based on 4 inch hose.

Competitor 1 Competitor 2INFINITY

Force to Bend
8”

7”

6”

5”

4”

3”

2”
1.01

3.38

5.61

Based on 4 inch hose.

Competitor 1 Competitor 2INFINITY

NL3325 ~ GOODYEAR INFINITY ORANGE & GREEN DUAL HELIX DROP

Extremely Flexible!

 Light-in-weight!

BioFuel Approved!

PTR
Z15

Supplied with anti-static wire which 
must be grounded to couplings.

$ 28.55
33.22
43.17

$ 54.04
64.75

-
-
-

$ 33.74
39.26
51.02

$ 63.86
76.52

$ 18.86
20.90
25.01

$ 25.95
30.20
39.24

$ 49.12
58.86

$ 17.14
19.00
22.73

NL3325 Standard Infi nity

NL3327 Heavy Duty, Higher 
Pressure Inifi nity HD

N3301 White Right 
Hand Banding Coil

In 2015 Goodyear EP Hose
is becoming 
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Refer to the Technical Section on the selection, installation, 
use and maintenance of hose & fi ttings prior to use.
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Complete Assembly 
Numbers Available 

NL3305 is a clear polyurethane hose that is suitable for the recovery of gasoline 
vapours.  It is an extremely lightweight and easily handled/dragged hose that is 
weather and abrasion resistant.  Its polyurethane characteristics also allow this 
hose to be used for light material applications where a static wire is required.
The N3301 yellow spring sleeves are used for ease of installing “banded clamps” 
and to relieve bending stress at the fi tting.
Temperature Range:  -350C (-300F) to +600C (+1400F)
Construction: Tube:  Clear polyurethane.  Cover: Right-hand yellow PVC helix with clear polyurethane between.  Reinforcement:  Right-hand, 
hardened and protruded yellow PVC helix with an embedded static wire (can be exposed by using wire strippers or pliers to ground fi ttings).
Typical Fittings:  Aluminum vapour recovery fi ttings, camlocks, band clamps w/coil, strapping w/ coil, tank truck accessories.
 Inside  Outside W.Pressure Bend Weight  Regular Std 20’ Bulk Bulk
 Diameter Part # Diameter @200C(700F) Radius lbs/ft Stock Price/ft Increments Price/ft Length
 2” NL3305-200 2.43” 20 psi 2.0” .48 B    100 ft
 3 NL3305-300 3.54 15 3.0 .69 B    100
 4 NL3305-400 4.56 10 4.0 .92 A    100
 5 NL3305-500 5.51 8 5.0 1.13 N    100
 6 NL3305-600 6.52 7 6.0 1.24 C    100

White Banding Coil for use with Band Style Clamps (Right-Hand)
 3”  N3301-300 - - - 1.16 C    3 ft
 4 N3301-400 - - - 1.76 C    3

$ 14.29
19.25
28.51
43.56
53.03

$ 19.00
22.73

$ 15.72
21.18
31.37
47.92
58.34

-
-

$ 17.15
23.10
34.22
52.28
63.64

$ 20.90
25.01

NL3305 ~ VAPOUR RECOVERY
DCU

NL3310/NL3315 ~ CLEAR BRAIDED URETHANE DROP PTR
Z15

Supplied with anti-static wire which 
must be grounded to couplings.

Supplied with anti-static 
wire which must be 
grounded to couplings.

N3311 Clear Left 
hand Banding Coil

N3310 Green 
Banding Sleeve

NL3310 Tigerfl ex TDH & NL3315 are uniquely designed gasoline drop hoses 
designed to handle gasoline/fuel blends with MTBE’s, methanol, ethanol (up to 
E98), toluene, naphthas, kerosene, benzene, biodiesel (up to B100) and MEK 
without degradation (aromatic content not to exceed 50%).  They have a trans-
lucent wall to permit visible confi rmation of fl ow (also available in non-translucent 
black wall Tigerfl ex TDHBK).  Their urethane construction creates a lightweight, 
fl exible, and easily handled hose, even at temperature as low as -400C (-400F).
This hose is also resistant to fl ex-fatigue and cracking (which is commonly seen 
in the transitional area of rubber hoses).
The N3311 (left hand) & N3301 (right hand) spring sleeves are used for ease of 
installing “banded clamps” and to relieve bending stress at the fi tting.
New for 2015:  NL3315 is a generic unbranded product that delivers quality and 
economy, it offers a lower price point alternative to higher end, proven brand 
name products and is designed to compete with lower cost alternatives being 
introduced to the market.
NOTE:  These hoses are designed for drop hose applications only and are 
not designed to have fuel permanently left in the hose, it must be drained 
after each use. For ordering popular assemblies refer to A3310 part numbers.

Temperature Range:  NL3310 -540C (-650F) to +650C (+1500F) / NL3315 -400C (-400F) to +650C (+1500F)
Construction: Tube: Clear polyurethane.  Cover: Clear urethane between a corrugated left-hand (counterclockwise) PVC helix.  Reinforce-
ment: Polyester fabric with an embedded copper static wire and a left-hand (counterclockwise) green PVC helix.
Typical Fittings:  Aluminum camlocks, crimp sleeves w/coil, strapping/sleeve for fi eld repairs, tank truck accessories.

Inside  Outside W.Pressure Bend Weight  Regular Std 20’ Bulk Bulk
 Diameter Part # Diameter @200C(700F) Radius lbs/ft Stock Price/ft Increments Price/ft Length

Tigerfl ex TDH (Left-Hand Helix - Counterclockwise) - Low Temp down to -54°C (-65°F)       
3”  NL3310-300 3.70” 65 psi 6” 1.83 C    100 ft

 4 NL3310-400 4.82 65 8 2.39 B    100
Generic Brand (Right-Hand Helix - Clockwise) - Low Temp down to -40°C (-40°F)       

3”  NL3315-300 3.50” 65 psi 5” 1.07 C    100 ft
 4 NL3315-400 4.72 65 7 1.73 B    100

Banding Coil for use with Band Style Clamps (Left-Hand - Counterclockwise)
 3”  N3311-300 - - - 0.91/pc C    1 pc
 4 N3311-400 - - - 1.32/pc B    1
  Banding Coil for use with Band Style Clamps (Right-Hand - Clockwise)
 3”  N3301-300 - - - 1.16 C    3 ft
 4 N3301-400 - - - 1.76 B    3

Banding Sleeve           
 4” N3310-400 - - -  1.59 C    3 ft

$ 38.31
41.45

$ 25.20
35.26

-
-

-
-

-

$ 45.27
48.99

$ 29.40
41.14

-
-

$ 20.90
25.01

$ 27.93

$ 34.82
37.68

$ 21.00
29.38

$ 21.85
29.04

$ 19.00
22.73

$ 25.39

N3301 White Right 
Hand Banding Coil
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Our stainless steel hose can be used for hot oil transfer where a rubber hose will 
not stand up to the higher temperatures.  It is also popular in short length, jumper 
applications where a rubber hose cannot be installed easily or in a permanent 
application where the hose typically cannot be drained after each use (rubber 
hoses must be drained).  Stainless hoses are also used in applications where the 
hose must be protected from exposure to fi re hazards (as rubber hoses would 
fail quickly if exposed to fl ames) - such as on fi re suppression systems.  Due 
to its exposed reinforcement (braiding), stainless braided hose is not designed 
for abusive environments where the hose will be subjected to external wear 
or dragging.  The external braiding increases the hose working pressure and 
prevents hose elongation, but it does not protect the hose from external abuse.
WARNING: DO NOT TOUCH WHEN HOT!  Refer to the ‘Metal Hose & Specialty 
Section’ of this catalogue for more information.

Temperature Range:  Application dependent, approximately -2000C (-3280F)  to +6000C (11120F)
Construction:  Tube:  Annular 321/304/316 stainless steel. Cover: Type 321/304/316 stainless steel braiding.
Typical Fittings:  Custom lengths with welded on ends, usually male NPT or 150 lb fl anges.

Available CSA Approved for propane, 
natural gas or anhydrous 
ammonia applications.

Available UL Listed for 
fl ammable liquids service.

For more information
refer to the:
Metal Hose & Specialty Section - Pg. 170

NL3160 is a lightweight and economical corrugated PVC hose designed for the 
transfer of oil, mineral oil, or light chemicals (only has mild resistance to gasoline); 
it can also be used as an economical vapour recovery hose, but lighter more user 
friendly vapour hoses (NL3305) are commonly used.  It is  commonly used for 
oil spill cleanup on skimmers.  This hose is not recommended for applications 
requiring a static wire or where it must be grounded.  It is also available with a 
smooth exterior on special request (NL3150-).

Temperature Range:  -230C (-100F) to +540C (1300F)
Construction: Tube:  Smooth, burnt orange PVC.  Cover:  Corrugated, burnt orange PVC (available in smooth NL3150-).  Reinforcement: 
Rigid, white PVC helix.
Typical Fittings:  Camlocks, combination nipples (low pressure)

*Inside  Outside W.Pressure Bend Weight  Regular Std 20’ Bulk Bulk
 Diameter Part # Diameter @200C(700F) Radius lbs/ft Stock Price/ft Increments Price/ft Length
 1-1/2” NL3160-150 1.87” 50 psi 3” .41 C    100 ft
 2 NL3160-200 2.41 40 4 .57 C    100
*Other sizes available from factory - as well as a smooth exterior version (NL3150-).

$ 5.60
8.28

$ 6.72
9.94

$ 7.84
11.60

PTR
NL3160 ~ PVC OIL TRANSFER

MTS
SSB321/SSB316 ~ STAINLESS STEEL BRAIDED HOSE

NL3405 is used in the same applications as our NL3400 Pyrofl ex, however it is 
availabe at a lower price point where handling characteristics and overall dura-
bility are not of prime concern.  Can be used for transferring high temperature 
petroleum based products such as tar, asphalt, and hot oils.  Resistant to ozone, 
weathering, and general handling conditions.
SPECIAL NOTE:  This hose has unique coupling requirements due to the 
thermal cycling of hot tar & asphalt applications; excessive heat changes the 
consistency of the rubber hose and can make it “gummy”, hence making fi tting 
retention more diffi cult and dangerous.  Careful installation and monitoring of the 
assembly during service is required.  At this time “Crimp Sleeves or Ferrules” 
are NOT recommended.
Temperature Range:  -320C (-250F) to +1770C (+3500F); Hot Oils to +930C (+2000F)
Construction: Tube:  Black, heat resistant synthetic rubber.  Cover: Wrapped, smooth, black synthetic rubber.  Reinforcement:  Wire helix 
between synthetic textile plies.
Typical Fittings:  N70 Tri-lokt nipples or Camlocks with multiple band & buckle straps.  Also can use Interlocking Ground Joint Couplings 
with Interlocking Clamps.  At this time “Crimp Sleeves or Ferrules” are NOT recommended due to the thermal cycling mentioned above.  Use 
VITON gasket for better heat resistance as compared to standard Buna-N nitrile gaskets.  Fittings must be secured with reliable clamping 
method as the high temperatures of hot tar and asphalt causes the rubber to become spongy, thereby losing clamping integrity.

 Inside  Outside W.Pressure Bend Weight  Regular Std 20’ Bulk Bulk
 Diameter Part # Diameter @200C(700F) Radius lbs/ft Stock Price/ft Increments Price/ft Length
 3” NL3405-300 3.74” 150 psi - 2.20 C    100 ft
 4 NL3405-400 4.80 150 - 3.13 C    100
 6 NL3405-600 6.85 150 - 6.13 N    100

$ 30.63
42.79
POR

$ 35.23
49.21
POR

$ 39.82
55.63
 POR

NL3405 ~ HOT TAR & ASPHALT
PTT
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NL3420 is a stripwound galvanized metal hose that is manufactured by spirally 
winding a preformed continuous metal strip.  A special high temperature packing 
allows this hose to be used for suction or discharge up to 100 psi and for use up 
to +2320C (4500F).  Our NL3420 Heavy Duty version is made from 0.030” thick 
metal strip and the NL3421 Light Duty is made from 0.018” thick metal strip.
Standard lengths are 20ft (others available from the factory) with reusable solid 
male NPT (N342xMR-xxxMI) or swivel female pipe ends (N342xFR-xxxMI).  DO
NOT twist the hose during installation as it will cause the hose to unwind 
and result in leakage/failure.  DO NOT fl ush with diesel or fuel as it will 
degrade the packing material. Refer to the ‘Metal Hose & Specialty Section’ 
of this catalogue for more information.

NL3410 is a hardwall, small I.D. hose used for asphalt crack-fi lling and tar dis-
pensing.  It is a relatively light and fl exible hose that is easily handled.  Its cover 
is resistant to heat, abrasion, and weathering.  Many users are now preferring 
our 2-wire hydraulic hose with a very high temperature rating, such as our Eaton 
Aeroquip AQP hoses (such as GH195-16).  The GH195 is also available in long, 
continuous lengths.

Temperature Range:  NL3410: -320C (-250F) to +1770C (3500F).  GH195:-400C (-400F) to +1500C (3000F)
Construction: Tube: Black, heat resistant rubber.  Cover: NL3410 - wrapped, black neoprene; GH195 - Blue AQP elastomer.  Reinforce-
ment: NL3410 - two spiral plied wire; GH195 - Two high tensile wire braids.
Typical Fittings:  1A Series permanent crimp.

Inside  Outside W.Pressure Bend Weight  Regular Std 50’ Bulk Bulk
 Diameter Part # Diameter @200C(700F) Radius lbs/ft Stock Price/ft Increments Price/ft Length
 1” NL3410-100 1.61” 300 psi - .84 N    50/100 ft

AQP Hose
 3/4”  GH195-12 1.16” 3000 psi 9.5” .67 C    250 ft
 1 GH195-16 1.49 2500 12.00 .97 C    150

$ 16.03

$ 25.30
32.59

-

$ 27.83
35.85

NL3420 ~ GALVANIZED METAL HOT TAR & ASPHALT
PTT

PTT
NL3410 ~ HOT TAR & ASPHALT WAND DISPENSING

NL3410

GH195

ID x Lgth Part # Weight Ends  Stock Price/ea
 3” x 20’  A3420300x20-RMM 65 lbs MNPT e/e  B
 3” x 20’ A3420300x20-RMF 67 MNPT x Fem Pipe Swiv  N 
 3” x 20’ A3420300x20-RFF 69 Fem Pipe Swiv e/e N 

$ POR
POR
POR

PTT

Directional Flow

NL3400 is used for the transfer of high temperature petroleum based materials 
such as tar, asphalt, and hot oils.  It is suitable for suction and discharge service 
on tank trucks, tank cars, or at bulk stations. Maximum temperature rating for 
hot oils is 200°F (93°C).  Resistant to ozone, weathering, and abuse.
SPECIAL NOTE:  This hose has unique coupling requirements due to the 
thermal cycling of hot tar & asphalt applications; excessive heat changes the 
consistency of the rubber hose and can make it “gummy”, hence making fi tting 
retention more diffi cult and dangerous.  Careful installation and monitoring of the 
assembly during service is required.  At this time “Crimp Sleeves or Ferrules” 
are NOT recommended.
Temperature Range:  -25°F (-32°C) to 350°F (177°C) Hot Oils:  200°F (93°C)
Construction:  Tube: Smooth, black, special heat resistant nitrile.  Cover:  Wrapped, smooth, black Wingprene (neoprene blend) with a red 
spiral stripe.  Reinforcement:  Wire helix between synthetic textile plies.
Typical Fittings:  N70 Tri-lokt nipples or Camlocks with multiple band & buckle straps.  Also can use Interlocking Ground Joint Couplings 
with Interlocking Clamps.  At this time “Crimp Sleeves or Ferrules” are NOT recommended due to the thermal cycling mentioned above.  Use 
VITON gasket for better heat resistance as compared to standard Buna-N nitrile gaskets.  Fittings must be secured with reliable clamping 
method as the high temperatures of hot tar and asphalt causes the rubber to become spongy, thereby losing clamping integrity.

*Inside  Outside W.Pressure Bend Weight  Regular Std 20’ Bulk Bulk
 Diameter Part # Diameter @200C(700F) Radius lbs/ft Stock Price/ft Increments Price/ft Length
 1-1/2” NL3400-150 2.08” 150 psi 4” 1.04 N    100 ft
 2 NL3400-200 2.60 150 5 1.33 C    100
 2-1/2 NL3400-250 3.09 150 6 1.67 C    100
 3 NL3400-300 3.65 150 7 2.23 C    100
 4 NL3400-400 4.68 150 10 2.91 C    100

NL3400 ~ GOODYEAR PYROFLEX II HOT TAR & ASPHALT

$ POR
POR
POR
POR
POR

$ POR
POR
POR
POR
POR

$ POR
POR
POR
POR
POR

PTT

$ 22.45

$ 30.36
39.11

In 2015 Goodyear EP Hose
is becoming 
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NL3440
(1” - 1-1/2”)

NL3450
(2” - 4”)

$ POR
POR
POR
POR

$ POR
POR
POR
POR

$ POR
POR
POR
POR

$ POR
POR
POR
POR

$ POR
POR
POR
POR

$ POR
POR
POR
POR

$ POR 
POR
POR

$ POR
POR
POR

$ POR 
POR
POR

PTA
NL3440/3450~GOODYEAR ADVANTAGE 150 & WINGCRAFT 300 AIRCRAFT FUEL

NL3475 ~ JAC RISER HARDWALL AIRCRAFT FUELLING
PTA

NL3440 and NL3450 are used for the fueling and defueling of commercial or 
private aircraft where a safe, reliable, proven hose is to be used.  Both are re-
sistant to jet fuel A & B as well as other high aromatic aviation gasoline (meets 
EI Bulletin 1529 and NFPA Bulletin 407 standards).  Due to its thick, heavy duty 
construction, the NL3450 is also a popular, durable petroleum barge transfer 
hose.  The thick cover is resistant to oils, gouging, abrasion, and weathering. 
These hoses do not have an internal static wire, but they do have a static dissi-
pating rubber cover (when fuelling airplanes, always use a separate grounding 
cable as per EI standards).  Coupled aviation hoses must be fully certifi ed to 
API standards and timelines, and all aviation hoses are to be replaced and dis-
posed of at a maximum of 10 years after manufacturing date. New 2013: Also 
for aviation fueling applications refer to NL4300 Rackmaster Composite Hose 
in Metal Hose & Specialty Section! 

Temperature Range:  -370C (-350F) to +930C (2000F)
Construction: Tube:  Black Chemigum.  Cover:  Wrapped, black Wingprene static dissipating synthetic rubber. Reinforcement:  4 plies 
of synthetic fabric and one nylon breaker.
Typical Fittings:  N95/N96 permanent brass male scovills, tested and certified to EI 1529 standards for Aviation Fuelling.
*SPECIAL NOTE* - Special insurance is required to cover liability arising from the certifi cation of aviation fuel hoses.  If not using for aviation 
fuelling, other critical application fi ttings like crimped-on Instalock Camlocks or permanent Swage fi ttings can be used.

Inside  Outside W.Pressure Bend Weight  Regular Std 25’ Bulk Bulk
 Diameter Part # Diameter @200C(700F) Radius lbs/ft Stock Price/ft Increments Price/ft Length

Goodyear Advantage
 3/4” NL3440-075 1.25” 150 psi - .49 N    400 ft 
 1” NL3440-100 1.53 150 - .60 B    400
 1-1/4 NL3440-125 1.81 150 - .72 B    400
 1-1/2 NL3440-150 2.11 150 - .96 B    400

Goodyear Wingcraft
 2” NL3450-200 2.72” 300 psi - 1.40 C    100/200
 2-1/2 NL3450-250 3.22 300 - 1.69 C    100/200
 3 NL3450-300 3.70 300 - 1.98 B    100/200
 4 NL3450-400 4.73 300 - 2.89 C                                          100/200  

NL3475 Platinum Jac Riser is designed for fueling/defueling of commercial & 
private aircraft with avgas jet fuel.  It is commonly used for aircraft refuelers 
equipped with movable service platforms to act as a fl exible connection between 
the platform and the refueling truck.  It meets API 1529 & EN1361 Type E stand-
ards and provides a secure reliable connection.  Its static dissipating cover is 
resistant to abrasion, gouging, and weathering.  All Jac Risor assemblies are 
factory assembled and must be fully certifi ed prior to use as per EI standards 
and timelines.

Temperature Range:  -370C (-350F) to +930C (2000F)
Construction: Tube:  Smooth, black nitrile blend rubber.  Cover:  Static dissipating, smooth, black synthetic rubber.  Reinforcement:  Four 
spiral-plied synthetic fabric.
Typical Fittings:  Male NPT factory coupled assemblies only, certifi ed and tested to EI standards.

Inside*  Outside W.Pressure Bend Weight  Regular Std 20’ Bulk Bulk
 Diameter Part # Diameter @200C(700F) Radius lbs/ft Stock Price/ft Increments Price/ft Length
 2”  NL3475-200 2.75” 300 psi 8” 1.74 N    100 ft 
 3 NL3475-300 3.81 300 12 2.93 N    100
 4 NL3475-400 4.97 300 16 4.40 N    100

All Petroleum Transfer hoses must 
be tested & certifi ed prior to use! 

HosePro Recommends:

In 2015 Goodyear EP Hose
is becoming 

In 2015 Goodyear EP Hose
is becoming 
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Our Goodyear Flexdock is a popular, safe, reliable, ship-to-shore dock hose 
that has a corrugated cover for added fl exibility and handling characteristics as 
compared to “smooth” covered rubber dock hoses.  It is a superior, long lasting, 
heavy duty hose that is resistant to weathering, cutting, gouging, and petroleum 
based products.  In order to prolong hose life, it is recommended that a Hosebun 
Safety Support is used to suspend this hose.
The standard NL3360 has a Chemigum/Nitrile tube (suitable to 50% aromatic 
content), the NL3365 has a Viton/Flosyn tube (for 100% aromatic content), 
and the NL3375 is a special grade tube/reinforcement specifi cally designed to 
resist MTBE fuel additives (up to 70% aromatic content).  For certain chemical 
applications this hose is also available with an EPDM tube (NL3370 - not for 
petroleum) and is manufactured with FDA compliant compounds for food ap-
plications (NL3352).  All coupled lengths of petro-chemical dock hoses must 
be fully certifi ed prior to use as per Transport Canada/Coast Guard, RMA, 
and manufacturer guidelines.  However, Goodyear also offers dock hose with 
EN1765-S15 (NL3380) & EN1765-L15 (NL3385) approvals upon special request. 

Temperature Range:  -320C (-250F) to +930C (2000F)
Construction: Tube:  Smooth, black Chemigum/Nitrile (NL3360 Std & NL3375 MTBE), Flosyn/Viton tube (NL3365), or an EPDM tube 
(NL3370 - not for petroleum).  Cover:  Black, slightly corrugated Wingprene/Neoprene.  Reinforcement:  Spiral double wire helix between 
multiple spiral plies of heavy duty synthetic fabric.
Typical Fittings:  Permanent swaged 150# or 300# fl anges, fi xed or fl oating; factory built-in nipples with fl anges, tested & certifi ed.
 Inside  Outside W.Pressure Bend Weight   Regular Bulk Bulk
 Diameter Part # Diameter @200C(700F) Radius lbs/ft Stock  Price/ft Price/ft Length
 3” NL33xx-300 3.98” 225 psi 11” 3.28 N    50/100 ft
 4 NL33xx-400 5.30 225 15 6.30 C    50/100
 6 NL33xx-600 7.50 225 22 9.50 C    50/100
 8 NL33xx-800 9.43 225 30 13.81 C    50/100
 10 NL33xx-1000 11.63 225 40 20.49 N    50/100
 12 NL33xx-1200 13.73 225 60 25.13 N    50/100

PTC

Goodyear dock hose is now available with 
EN1765-S15 (NL3380) & EN1765-L15 (NL3385) 
approvals, upon special request.

$ POR
POR
POR
POR
POR
POR

$ POR
POR
POR
POR
POR
POR

NL3360/3365/3375 ~ GOODYEAR FLEXDOCK 225

NL1160 Black & Orange Twin Refueling Sensing hose is used in pressurized 
aircraft hydrant fueling systems at larger airports to monitor fl ow.  The hose carries 
the deadman function (automatic safety shutdown) and pressure control signals 
from the dispensing vehicle to the hydrant pit control valve.

Temperature Range:  -290C (-200F) to +880C (1900F)
Construction: Tube: Black nitrile rubber.  Cover:  Orange/Black Hypalon.  Reinforcement:  Synthetic fabric yarn.
Typical Fittings:  N400 Series brass/stainless barbs, FBL ferrules, Oetiker pinch clamps.

Inside  Outside W.Pressure Bend Weight  Regular Std 50’ Bulk Bulk
 Diameter Part # Diameter @200C(700F) Radius lbs/ft Stock Price/ft Increments Price/ft Length
 3/8” NL1160-038 .656” 200 psi - .28 N $ POR                  $ POR            $ POR  500 ft

NL1160 ~ TWIN REFUELLING SENSING HOSE
PTZ

In 2015 Goodyear EP Hose
is becoming 
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CMP

For more information
refer to the:
Metal Hose & Specialty Section- Pg. 167

NL4220/4320/4390 ~ WILLCOX COMPOSITE PETROLEUM TRANSFER

Composite hose is manufactured from multiple tight-wound thermoplastic fi lms 
and tubes that create a barrier to permeation.  Specialized manufacturing 
process techniques assures the proper gauge and pitch of the inner and outer 
wires to ensure conformity and consistency every time!  The result is a truly 
fl exible thermoplastic composite hose that doesn’t kink or collapse with excep-
tional service life and offers superior safety and performance  for the transfer of 
liquids or vapour (not for use with abrasive products).  Composite hose offers 
a much better “force-to-bend” rating as compared to traditional rubber hoses.
It is commonly chosen where user handling is of prime importance and can be 
used for the suction or discharge of gasoline, diesel, paraffi n, 100% aromatics, 
and various chemicals (refer to chemical charts) in tank truck, railcar, ship-to-
shore, or in-plant service.  As compared to conventional rubber hose, composite 
hose can be up to 4 times more fl exible and can weigh 30% less, but due to its 
‘rough’ bore, it may restrict fl ow by 10-15% (some economical brands reach up 
to 25%).  Its unique construction also does not make it an ideal hose in highly 
abusive applications, but in the event of a hose failure, composite hose will not 
“burst” like a rubber hose but will “weep” liquids. 
There are many performance variables that separate cost effective composite 
hose from higher-end brands.  Typically, the durability of a composite hose can 
be greatly affected with the wire gauge thickness, the wire pitch, the number of 
fi lm layers, and the overall quality of materials within the hose construction.  Our 
composite hose has a heavier gauge and closer pitched internal and external 
wire than most compet ing brands, the result being a hose with a recessed body 
that is far less suscepti ble to external abrasion and mechanical damage.
Newer cleaner burning alternative fuels like biodiesel derived from vegetable oils 
and E85 Ethanol produced from corn husk are now being added to current fuel 
supplies and refi neries.  Unlike many rubber hose products that can degrade 
when exposed to these new alternative fuels the Willcox existing product line is 
more than capable of safely transferring these new alternative products. Refer
to the ‘Metal Hose & Specialty Section’ of this catalogue for more information 
on composite hose.

We can supply custom manufactured composite hose 
assemblies & tooling! 

Key Advantages of the New-Line Willcox Composite Hose
Easy to handle & light weight

Extremely fl exible & highly kink resistant  

Multi-layer construction reduces risk catastrophic rupture failures

Flexibility is retained at low temperatures 

Durable and long lasting - fatigue free and practically non-aging
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